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ABSTRACT

We found the new result as “New Discrete Logarithm
Problem over Finite Field by applying One Way Hash Function
and Public Key Cryptography”. In this paper, we found the distinct
discrete logarithm problem as compare to the traditional exist
discrete logarithm problem. We also applied the one way hash
function in the sense of Cryptographic Applications. The main
objective of this paper is to present a new theory of the Discrete
Logarithm Problem over Finite Field by applying One Way Hash
Function and design the New Public Key Cryptography, whose
security is impossible to break, because we claim that there are
no algorithm are in the existence which can be compute the
proposed new mathematical problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Discrete Logarithm Problem
(DLP) is well known and popular number
theoretic problem, the importance of
DLP is not only sense of pure mathe-
matics but also in the sense of applied
mathematics, especially for the cryp-
tographic applications. The DLP is one
of the hardest mathematical problem
in different settings. Some variants of
the DLP are also the same importance
to the traditional DLP. Although DLP
is the most natural number theoretic
problem but this is only used in the
cryptographic applications.

We give the new result in this
paper, which is very important and useful
for the both mathematical phases, i.e.
pure and applied mathematics. “New
Discrete Logarithm Problem over Finite
Field by applying One Way Hash Function
and Public Key Cryptography” is the
first research work, where The Discrete
Logarithm Problem, The Finite Field
and The Hash Function are used in the
Compact form. We give this result
with the help of the theorem.

The main result of this work is
not only given the new mathematical
theory but also given the best application
in the field of public key cryptography.
We claim that this new public key
cryptography, whose security is based
on the proposed new mathematical
problem is impossible to break, because
there are so many reasons, but we would
like to share the two most important
reasons, the first is, This is the first
mathematical theory of this new type
of discrete logarithm problem thus

there are no possibilities of existence of
any algorithm for computing this over
the proposed problem. Second is, The
discrete logarithm problem, the finite
field and the one way hash function used
in this work as the compact form, thus
again this will be the not open solution
in present. We motivated by the study
of the literatures1-6.

2. Preliminaries.
2.1. The Discrete Logarithm Problem.

The discrete logarithm problem
applies to mathematical structures
called groups. A group is a collection
of elements with a binary operation,
in this case multiplication. For a group
element g and a number n, let ng refer
to the element obtained by multiplying
g by itself n times. The discrete
logarithm problem is as follows: given
an element g in a finite group G and
another element Gh , find an integer
x such that hg x  . Solving the discrete
logarithmic problem is, in essence,
computing the isomorphism between

the cyclic group G of order n, and n .
“x is the discrete logarithm problem
of h at the base g” or, “the problem
of computing the index x, is called
the discrete logarithm problem of h
to the base g”.

2.2. The One Way hash Function.

The hash function is often
called “the one way hash function” if
the preimage can not be efficiently
solved.
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A hash function h : X  Y and an
element yY. Then finding x  X such
that f(x) = y.

2.3. The Finite Field.

The order of a finite field must
be a power of a prime pn, where n is a
positive integer. Prime is an integer
whose only positive integer factors are
itself and 1. The finite field of order pn

is usually denoted by GF(pn), GF stands
for Galois Field in the honor of the
Great French Mathematician Evarist
Galois (1811-1832).

2.3.1. Finite Fields of Order p

     For a given prime p,GF(p) is defined
as the set Zp={0,1,..,p-1} of integers
together with arithmetic operations
modulo p. For such prime numbers,
holds - Multiplicative inverse axiom.

Because elements w of Zp are
relatively prime to p, if we multiply all the
elements of Zp by w, the resulting residues
are all of elements Zp, permuted. Thus,
exactly one of the residues has the
value 1, respective multiplier is just the
inverse element for w, designated w-1.
Now, equation (4.2) can be written
without condition:
If pacab mod  then pcb mod
Consequence is obtained by multipli-
cation of the above both parts by a-1.

The simplest finite field is GF(2):

+ 0 1 X 0 1 w -w w-1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1

Addition    Multiplication  Inverses

3. The Proposed Theory.
3.1. Theorem.

If the one way hash function
be apply in F. Let F be an algebraic
extension field of K, with char K = p
 0. If F is separable over K, then

[ ][##
npKFF  for each n  1. If [F:K]

is finite and #F=#[KF p], then F is
separable over K.  In part icular,
u   F is separable over K if and
only if #[K(up)]=#[K(u)]. Then, the
problem to find the value of p is
the discrete logarithm problem.

Proof:

First we apply the one way hash
function on S. Let S is a separable
extension field of K. If [F : K]  is finite
and, then # F=#[K(u1,…, um)]=# [S(u1,…,

um)]. Since each ui is purely inseparable
over S, there is an n  1 such that

Su
np

i  for every i. Since evvery element

of S is purely inseparable over #
npF ,

and hence over #
npKF . S is separable

over K, and hence over #
npKF .

Therefore # .
npKFS  Use the fact

that char K = p to show that for any

t1, #)],([## ,...1

ttt pp
m

p KuuKF  ,...,( 1

ypu

).
tp

mu consequently for any t1, we havee

)],...,(([#][# 1

tytt p
m

ppp uuKKKF  ([# 1

ypuK

)].,...,
tp

mu  Note that this argu-ment
works for any generators muu ,,...1  of F
over K. Now if ,

npKFF  then #[K(u1,…,

um)] = #F = #[
npKF ]=# S, whence F

is separable over K. Conver-sely, if F is
separable over K, than F is both
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separable and purely inseparable over

][#
npKF  (for any n  1). Therefore

][##
npKFF  and the problem to find

the value of p is the discrete logarithm
problem.

4. Public Key Cryptography.

In this section, we present the
new public key cryptography based on
the proposed mathematical theory,
“New Discrete Logarithm Problem over
Finite Field by applying One Way Hash
Function”.

4.1. Key Generation.

4.1.1. (By using Theorem 3.1.) The
Message be m, F be an algebraic
extension field of K, with char K=p 
0. pn and pm are the public and private
keys respectively.

4.2. Encryption.

4.2.1. The Ciphertext be C, which can
be defined by the following equation;

},{#[)( 12,1
npKFCCCC 

].}[{#2
nm ppmKFC 

Here, pn is the public key.

4.3. Decryption.

4.3.1. The Plaintext be P, which can
be obtained by the following equation;

.12 mCCP
mp  

Here, pm is the private key.

4. CONCLUSION

“New Discrete Logarithm Problem
over Finite Field by applying One Way

Hash Function and Public Key Cryp-
tography “ is the first original research
work, where the three important
mathematical problem in the sense of
Public Key Cryptography, is presented
as the compact form. This new theory
concerns with the “new hard mathe-
matical problem and the public key
cryptography”. Both will be the very
applicable in the development of the
studies of mathematics and cryptography.
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